We shall be concerned here with a study of radiative transfer processes on discrete rather than continuous optical media. That is, we shall explore the consequences of replacing the usual geometric setting for radiative transfer processes -namely some continuum of points in three dimensional euclidean space £ -by a spatially bounded set of points, finite in number, each of which is located in E 3 in accordance with some explicit rule of selection. Each point of the set is then assigned certain scattering and absorbing properties with respect to impinging radiant energy, and each is generally allowed to interact radiometrically in a specified way with a certain preselected subset of the given collection. The main object of the present study is to formulate and solve, within this context ;ind on a phenomenological level, the problem of the steady state radiance distribution at each point of the set, under prescribed boundary conditions.
INTRODUCTION
We shall be concerned here with a study of radiative transfer processes on discrete rather than continuous optical media. That is, we shall explore the consequences of replacing the usual geometric setting for radiative transfer processes -namely some continuum of points in three dimensional euclidean space £ -by a spatially bounded set of points, finite in number, each of which is located in E 3 in accordance with some explicit rule of selection. Each point of the set is then assigned certain scattering and absorbing properties with respect to impinging radiant energy, and each is generally allowed to interact radiometrically in a specified way with a certain preselected subset of the given collection. The main object of the present study is to formulate and solve, within this context ;ind on a phenomenological level, the problem of the steady state radiance distribution at each point of the set, under prescribed boundary conditions.
Several papers are planned for the exploration of radiative transfer theory on discrete spaces. The present note is concerned with the formulation of the general theoretical foundation of the discrete theory. In particular we shall motivate and formulate the principle of local interaction, deduce from it the general equations governing the discrete radiance distributions about each point of the general discrete space and, finally, solve these equations in complete theoretical detail. Subsequent papers will exhibit further consequences of the principle of local interaction and will range in sophistication from the deduction of the principle of invariant imbedding and the appropriate forms of the principles of invariance on general discrete spaces down to numerical tabulations of radiance distributions for certain special discrete spaces.
The motivations for the present series of studies are many; the four most inmediate and objective motivations are discussed below.
Briefly, these are: (i) the need for the formulation of novel radiative transfer settings which possess a high utility potential on the numerical analysis level, but which also retain a high fidelity potential; (ii) the need for a sii.iple formalism which can, by means of an hypothetical micro structure, explain such basic concepts as the volume scattering and volume attenuation functions which occur in the continuous theory; (iii) the need for an analytical approach which holds promise for the solution of the problem of the abiogenetic character of the principles of invariance, the fundamental tool in the continuous theory, which ranks second in importance to only the equation of transfer; (iv) the need for a revision of certain parts of the mathematical substructure of radiative transfer theory in accordance with modern standards of mathematical and epistemological rigor. These motivations will be explained now in more detail.
Fidelity versus Utility in Physical Th ories
One may liken physical theories to life masks of their associated natural phenomena. The hills and hollows of the face of nature in many places can be reproduced by mathematical casts with great detail. The fidelity of the cast can be high even in the reproduction of the more dynamical aspects of natural processes. But if the theorist is too enthusiastic in his quest for detail he may find, like the artist, that he has inextricably sealed the features of the mold from view; he will have fitted his mold so well that either it cones off as inscrutably detailed as its inscrutable original or, more frustratingly, that the mold can come free from the face of nature only by being critically distorted with an attendant critical impairment of fidelity.
As far as radiative transfer theory is concerned, the theorist has at hand initially, in the form of the equation of transfer, a model of reality which, within the experimental framework it represents, indeed fills every hollow and follows every hill. It would therefore be singularly fortunate if this theory were endowed also with an equal measure of practical utility. For then no compromises between fidelity and utility would be necessary. As it happens the equation of transfer actually has been used in its full generality many times to deduce in minute qualitative detail the salient features of the light field in real optical media (see, e.g., references 1 and 2). In a far greater number of instances, however, it was required of the theory to produce detailed quantitative information about the light field; and the intractability of the general theory under such a requirement soon became all too evident.
As a consequence of its inherently intractable form, the equation of transfer was eventually subject to many fidelity-reducing procedures in order to gain access to much needed quantitative information about the structure of natural light fields. In the course of such quests the equation of transfer (or the radiance function it governs) was subject to every immediately obvious simplification device in order to make it more amenable to numerical representation or simple symbolic analysis. Specific examples are easily cited:
Generally inhomogeneous media were replaced by homogeneous models (which was effected by considering the scattering and absorbing functions in the equations as constant functions of position);
highly anisotropic scattering functions usually found in nature were replaced by isotropic scattering functions, the effect of the replacement not being known nor easily estimable; the intricate and subtle location-dependent angular structure of the radiance distributions was smoothed to a relatively innocuous spherical or stepe-function shape in order to reduce the integrodifferential equation to sets of differential equations; scattering orders higher than the first or second order were dismissed as negligible; and so on.
There is a single and important feature common to all these procedures by means of which they may be broadly classified. Without exception, each concession to complexity modified the analytical structure of the equation of transfer itself, or the function it governs. To see the significance of this type of theoretical ' activity and place it in a perspective by means of which we can anticipate and evaluate related and possibly novel types of theoretical activity we now briefly recall the basic mathematical structures underlying radiative transfer theory.
Radiative transfer theory is a phenomenological theory which mimics in minute detail results of real (or imagined) probings of natural light fields. These probings in principle can be carried out by means of a single basic instrument, the radiance meter. The mathematical theory that follows on the >a*r?£ of the amassed experimental evidence should then, at its core, consist of not more than three basic ingredients: (a) a mathematical representation of the space in which the experimental probings take place; (b) a mathematical representation of the quantity which the physical probe detects and records; and (c) a mathematical representation of the observed behavior of the quantities detected and recorded by the probe. These three notions, which we summarize briefly by the symbols X > N , and 7" , respectively, are sufficient tc form a mathematical foundation from which the entire existing superstructure of present day radiative transfer theory can be deduced. The mathematical roles of these concepts are quite simple: the equation of transfer ~f is an operator which within X acts on the radiance function M .
The radiance function N in turn is defined on X .In this way the fundamental role of the space X in the theory becomes unmistakably clear: it sets the stage for the other two concepts.
It is the substance from which the mathematical mold of physical reality is fashioned.
• Returning now to the main line of the discussion we see, in the light of the preceding observations, that most of the theoretical activity in the domain of radiative transfer has been centered on modifications of the basic structure of the equation ~]~ , or of the function |N| . Thus the classical modification procedures may be classed as process-modifying procedures; the third basic concept namely that of the space X > was virtually untouched in these procedures. Of course, the space )( has taken many superficially distinct forms such as half-spaces, slabs, cylinders, spheres, etc.; however, an important underlying topological structure is common to ali; each is still a connected sub-set of (more than one) points in E 3 , with a non-empty interior^or a union of such sets. 
Abiogenetic Principles in Physical Theory
We come now to the discussion of the third motivation of the study of discrete-space formulations of radiative transfer theory. This motivation is derived from the apparent promise shown by these formulations in resolving an outstanding problem in the foundations of the theory. This is the problem of the apparent mathematical abiogenesis of the principles of invariance which form an important cornerstone in the modern theory.
Now an abiogenetic principle in a given physical theory is Again, the principles remained as abiogenetic as ever.
In a subsequent note we will show that-in the context of arbitrary discrete spaces-the existence of the general R_ and J" functions (and even more general counterparts) can be rigorously established and, furthermore, the principles of invariance can be derived from an intuitively simpler (and empirically meaningful)
principle, the so-called principle of local interaction (developed below) on which, incidentally, the whole of discrete-space radiative But such approaches involve mathematical techniques of possibly questionable rigor for reasons which will be touched on in the following and final discussion.
Finitary Formulations of Physical Theories
The fourth and final motivation to be discussed here is concerned with the possibility of a finitary formulation of radiative transfer theory, that is, a mathematical formulation of the theory solely in terras of intuitively based mathematical constructs which are manipulated in accordance with intuitively sound rules of logic. The term "intuitive" used here is in the strictly defined sense used by the intuitionistic school of modern mathematics as established by
Brouwer (see, e.g., references 14).
The intuitionistic philosophy in the domain of pure mathematics is analogous in some ways to the operationism philosophy in the domain of physics: each requires its concepts to be formulated in accordance with performable activities, noumenal in mathematics, phenomenal in physics. The existence of an object (or its accepted representation) must be established on the authority of only those principles which yield explicit performable rules of action culminating in that object (or its accepted representation).
The similarity between physical operationism and mathematical intuitionisra clearly gains in depth when one observes that the notion of the completed infinite is excluded from the intuitionistic mathematical philosophy. Only the potentially infinite sets are allowed, that is, arbitrarily large sets which are constructable element by element according to known performable rules (algorithms).
The analogy is deepened even further when one observes that the rules of logic in either discipline do not make unqualified use of the law of the excluded middle which states that: with respect of a given proposition p , precisely one of the two and only two possibilities, " p true" or " p not true" must always hold. The proposition may be a mathematical statement about'the property of a set of numbers, or it may be -in the physical case -a statement about the phase space coordinate of an elementary particle. 
The Classical Interreflection Problem
Suppose it has been found by direct experimentation that a small volume or "point" of material exhibits the following radiometric response to a finite set of incoming pencils of radiation:
for an incoming set of beams of radiation of total radiance M ° IT 
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which simply represent the sums of the corresponding finite geomet series with common ratio , 
We define the quantities IN/ (<? and \\)g, exhibited above
as the steady state radiances between R and Pz.
Preliminary Formulation of the Local Interaction Principle
We now come to a key observation on the mutual relations between N| '£ , f\J <J' and between N l2 , N zl -An examination of (1) and (2) shows that if N<£ is multiplied by Z , we obtain fyj £' , i.e., for each given integer n we see that the relation N ( ;; -NEZ (5) holds. Furthermore, a more detailed examinatirn of (l) and (2) in (3) is multiplied by ^ , we obtain the expression for f\/i in (4): '
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which is analogous to (6).
It is immediately verifiable that the pair of relations (5), (6) is equivalent to the pair (l), (2) in the sense that either pair is derivable from the other ty a finite number of algebraic operations.
Mpre importantly, a similar observation may be made for the pair (3), (4) and the pair (7), (8), i.e., each is derivable from the other by a finite number of algebraic operations. The pair (7), (8) constitutes the germ of the principle of local interaction developed and exploited below for the case of an arbitrary finite number of radiometrically interacting points.
Symmetric Formulation of the Local Interaction Principle
A more symmetric formulation of the principle, as surrmarized in (7) and (8), can be given by allowing f| also to be irradiated by an outside source. Thus J f N J, replaces tsj ° , and No°2
represents the initial irradiation of £ by some exterior source, it is easy to see that, by following once again the steps leading to (7) and (8), we have for the more general case:
N* = N"z + NotZ 
where £ is an element of a given subset 3HL of ~=~ which must be defined at each DC • for each discrete space )<o Setting ^XC-t y if S i-')~ SC^-5 r) 7 (U) becomes:
For our present purposes, we will say that X n is conservative if A^>*) 
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In short Z"cx ; ) for each x = ')" • ^ j is an n * n matrix whose entry in the c* th row and /3 "t h column is Z(3f/ > f <* • j S •/»") 5f f «*/ ) is the local scattering matrix.
Furthermore, we define the D *P matrix ^. as: entries of "^ are set equal to zero. is the scattering matrix for X n •
In order to place the incident radiance terms of (13) 
Vector Synthesis of the Principle
Using the notation just defined, the principle of local interaction (13) can be put into the following vector form:
N+ C* ; ) = N.U,) ZC*;) -f |\Too)Z V,). (18)
A =l 9 »<>--, n
Relation (18) is made even more compact by using the remaining notation introduced above: N is)_ 2 + Nl°2 (19) which is the required vector formulation of the local interaction principle.
It appears from (19) that we have completely rounded the notaticnal circle and have returned to the original speical forms (9), (10) of the principle deduced in the Introduction. However, now (19) represents in matricial form a system of n z linear algebraic SET ydy prescribed equations in the unknowns is//-with J source conditions. In order to place the system (19) in a form which immediately suggests its solution it will be necessary to first introduce the notion of the permutation matrix t^\
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS FOR THE RADIANCE VECTORS
The Permutation Matrix M Equation (19) 
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It is easy to show that the linear transformation ^j^ on \/ n z into itself is norm-contractinga To this end we recall that the location space /( n is hypothesized to be non-conservative which by (11) 
which is analogous to its continuous counterpart (33).
It is of interest to observe that (35) (and hence (36)) is especially amenable to numerical evaluation on large-scale automatic computors.
The Truncated Decomposition
In addition to its useful conceptual features and its basic numerical tractability, the scattering order decomposition of the radiance vector as given in (36) yields a relatively straightforward and practical truncation formula with a well-defined error bound. i.e.
As an example of the use of (38), suppose that Y =1/2.
Then a truncation of the infinite series at |<-=. S , has associated with it a relative error less than 4#.
SIM-lARY AND PROSPECTUS
Starting with an arbitrary discrete space Xrj a "d the principle of local interaction (12) on X n , it has been possible to formulate tho complete multiple scattering problem on X p (equation (19) ?
and to solve it explicitly (equation (31)) along with estimates en the accuracy cf an iteration-type approximate solution (equation (38)).
These results only begin to show the analytic advantages cf a discrete-space approach to radiative transfer problems. In subsequent papers we will show how the principles of invariance on Xn may be derived from the local interaction principle. The results of such a derivation may be applied to such practical problems as the numerical computation cf the light field in natural aerosols and hydrosols. This also will be shown in subsequent works.
The local interaction principle will also be used to formulate the basic transfer equation on discrete spaces and, by limiting processes, also those on continua. Thus the principle is capable of tying together all the fundamental concepts and laws of radiative transfer theory.
For all its power and comprehensiveness, the principle has nevertheless a commonplace origin in everyday knowledge of radiative transfer:
Its underlying precept was implicitly known and instinctively perceived by every investigator who ever engaged in an interreflection study, or who made use of the concept of the volume scattering (phase) function.
In this light the following observation by Hach forms a particularly apt conclusion to this work:
"Let it be remarked in conclusion that .,. every general principle, brings with it, by the insight which it furnishes, disillusionment as well as elucidation. It brings with it disillusionment to the extent that we recognize it in facts which were long before known and even instinctively perceived, although our present recognition is-more distinct end more definite; and elucidation, in that it enables us to see everywhere throughout the most complicated relations the same simple facts."
The Science of Mechanics. Open Court Pub. Co., (La Salle, 111., 1942, 9th Ed.), p. 88.
